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The Surprising Science Behind
How Super Connectors Scale
Their Networks
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How one of the world’s top super connectors
uses scientific principles of social network
analysis to dramatically scale the size and
depth of his network without increasing the
time spent.
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Adam Rifkin spent the first seven years of his career as doctoral student at the
California Institute of Technology focused on how to create scalable systems.

He spent the next 14 applying what he learned to building successful software
companies (http://pandawhale.com/) and, more uniquely, building his
personal network.

As a result of sitting in between these different worlds, Adam had a creative
breakthrough (http://www.nytimes.com/2004/05/22/arts/think-tank-where-
to-get-a-good-idea-steal-it-outside-your-group.html) that completely changed
his perspective on relationship building.

Over years of applying the insight, he has quietly and humbly built a network
that is considered “one of the deepest and strongest in Silicon Valley,”
according to David Hornik
(http://www.augustcap.com/team/david_hornik/), General Partner at August
Capital (http://www.augustcap.com/). Recently, he was named Fortune’s best
networker (http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2011/02/09/fortunes-best-
networker/).

The Epiphany

As the years of investing in new relationships passed
and Adam became more successful as an
entrepreneur, he came across a challenge that
almost everyone faces as they grow their network.
He was swamped with incoming requests for his
time. He had way more people in his network than
he could realistically connect with.

However, instead of focusing on scaling back like
most people, he found a way to dramatically scale up
his relationship building without scaling up the
amount of time he spent.

Most people fail to reach their network’s potential
because they subconsciously view their relationships within a hub-and-spoke
paradigm. Like a bicycle wheel, they see themselves at the center and each
relationship as a spoke. The problem with this paradigm is that each
relationship you add increases the amount of stress on you until you’re
eventually overwhelmed.

Adam’s insight was to view others as part of a network connected to each
other, not just him. In other words, he viewed his network as a community.

Counterintuitively, he realized that removing himself from the center of the
model would not make him irrelevant. On the contrary, connecting people
together would build his social capital even more.
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How To Grow Your Network Exponentially With Metcalfe’s Law

Before we can understand the implications of Adam’s insight, we must
understand networks.

In the early 1990’s, George Glider postulated a
theory that would change how we think about
networks from telephones to the Internet and social
networks. He called his theory Metcalfe’s Law,
named after the founder of Ethernet.

(http://b-

i.forbesimg.com/michaelsimmons/files/2013/09/network_effects.png)The
basic idea behind Metcalfe’s Law is that the ‘potential value’ of a network
increases exponentially as you add new interconnected nodes. In the context
of relationship building, this means that as you build relationships that are
connected to each other, the value of the network increases exponentially.

Metcalfe’s Law becomes significant when a critical mass is achieved and
hockey stick like growth occurs.
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Companies like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn applied this principle by
focusing relentlessly on improving the user experience while giving away their
advertising-free product; a pretty radical concept at the time. This strategy
makes sense because the real potential occurs after critical mass.

Similarly, Extreme Givers (http://onforb.es/1230F5z) relentlessly help others
around them before they ever receive anything in return. They know that the
return in the long-term far outweighs the costs in the short-term.

How To Deepen Your Relationships Through Network Density

In the parlance of social network analysis

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network_analysis), density is the
percentage of people in your network connected to each other that could be.
By increasing density, new things spread more quickly through it.

What sorts of new things?

(http://www.connectedthebook.com/)New research by
professors Nicholas Christakis and James Fowler,
authors of Connected: The Surprising Power of Social
Networks And How They Shape Our Lives
(http://www.connectedthebook.com/), shows that a
surprisingly large number of things are spread through
networks such as violence, money, happiness, germs,
obesity, gossip, ideas, norms, and behaviors.

We’re good at growing things … like
opportunities. Click here to learn more. …

Please excuse us while we name-drop (Microsoft, Google
and Facebook) in our latest blog. …
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In other words, as we increase the density of our
networks based on mutual support, we dramatically
increase the rate at which its participants learn from
each other and deepen their relationships.

How Your Community Filters New People For
You

Another hidden benefit of building a community is
filtering new people in order to help you decide whether
or not it makes sense to invest in the relationship.

This is especially important given new research
(http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelsimmons/2013/08/13/inside-the-
extreme-givers-culture-how-giving-in-the-right-way-can-transform-your-
business-and-life/) that shows that one of the biggest things that holds Givers
back is giving to Takers.

Based on Adam’s experience, when someone attends
one of his events who is not a good fit for the
community, they generally self-select themselves out
of the community. When that doesn’t happen, Adam
often receives word about the individual through
other members of the community.

Community Building Step #1: Connect
Everyone

In order to build a community, Adam realized that
his network needed to be connected.

Therefore, he started consistently doing three
introductions per day

(http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelsimmons/2013/08/22/how-the-
worlds-top-relationship-builder-makes-introductions/) when he joined
LinkedIn in December 2003. Which means that over the last 10 years, he has
facilitated over 10,000 connections within his network.

Adam took things a step farther in terms of scale when he co-founded the 106
Miles (http://pandawhale.com/ifindkarma/106-miles) community in January
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2005 with a mission to educate entrepreneurial engineers through
conversations.

He leveraged the exponential power of consistent convening
(http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelsimmons/2013/08/29/how-to-grow-
your-network-like-a-super-connector/) to bring together 106 Miles members
in Silicon Valley. Starting with a meeting every month, the frequency of the
meetings increased as the number of people in each event reached sizes that
were too large. Today, 106 Miles has four meetings per month in four locations
(Palo Alto, Silicon Valley, Los Angeles, and Redwood City) with an average of
100-200 people at each event. In its 8-year history, 106 Miles has now held
200+ events, and it has 8,000+ members. It also shares

Community Building Step #2: Spread Your Karma Across The
Community

Adam had another counterintuitive insight about community. Instead of using
the goodwill he was developing through extreme giving
(http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelsimmons/2013/07/22/power-of-
relational-thinking/) to stockpile future favors for himself, he dispersed it
across his community. When people asked him how they could help him, he
started asking for favors on behalf of other members of the community instead
of himself. In so doing, rather than losing social capital, he was growing it.
< !-dontpaginate-->
By others he had connected helping each other, they were doing the heavy
lifting of community building, not Adam.
< !-dontpaginate-->
Community Building Step #4: Set Values Through Your Example
And Empowering Others

Adam set the values of the community through his own example. New, cutting
edge research out of University of Pennsylvania shows why this is so powerful.
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Dr. Adam Grant (http://www.giveandtake.com/), author of the New York
Times bestselling book, Give & Take (http://www.amazon.com/Give-Take-
Revolutionary-Approach-Success/dp/0670026557/), is a preeminent
researcher on the impact of reciprocity style when it comes to relationship
building. His research has shown that the majority of the population has a
reciprocity style of matching, which means they return favors to the same
extent of which they receive them.

By Adam continuously giving to Matchers & other Givers and then
transferring his goodwill across the community, he essentially is creating a
community of Givers.

Adam exponentiates his example by empowering others. He does this by
noticing people who particularly display Giver values, recognizing and
thanking them, and then specifically asking them to continue coming to events
and helping others.

Community Building Is The End; Not The Means To The End

The rapidly evolving field of social network analysis is opening up a new and
exciting frontier for how we think about building relationships. It does this by
showing us that:

It is possible to grow the depth and size of our network at the same time.

The value of our network can grow exponentially if we continually invest in it over
decades.

Building a world-class network doesn’t need to overtake our life.

It also shows us that relationship building at its best
is community building. Therefore, by studying great
community builders like Adam Rifkin, we get insight
into what actions we should take on a daily basis.

From Adam, we learn that we build the foundation
of a community by connecting people who should
know each other but don’t yet. We also learn that
community is activated by constantly looking for
ways to help others (i.e., 5-minute favors

(http://www.forbes.com/sites/kareanderson/2013/07/17/pay-it-forward-
with-the-five-minute-favor/)) and then then transferring the social capital we
build to others in the community.

Finally, when we take a step back even further, we see that  community
building isn’t just an ancillary activity to help our companies be successful. It
is an end in and of itself. It deepens our connection to other human beings and
helps us make a dent in the universe by making the world a smaller place.

Michael Simmons is the co-founder of Empact (http://www.iempact.com/),
a global entrepreneurship education organization that has held 500+
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entrepreneurship events including Summits at the White House, US Chamber
of Commerce, and United Nations. Connect with him
on Twitter (@michaeldsimmons)
(http://www.twitter.com/michaeldsimmons) and his Blog
(http://www.michaeldsimmons.com/).

Special thank you to Sheena Lindahl for reading drafts of this article.
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